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DECORATIVE MARKINGS ON SOME FRAGMENTS OF
INDIAN POTTERY FROM MILLS COUNTY, IOWA
PAUL R. ROWE
Among the articles of Indian workmanship in the writer's pos
session are several hundred fragments of soft dark pottery. All
may be well described as dark gray, porous and more or less
sandy. Only one specimen is distinctly red. The thickness of
the different pieces varies from one-eighth to one-half an inch.
To judge by the curvature of the pieces the whole pots must have
ranged from a quart to four or five gallons in capacity. Almost
all of these potsherds were picked out of the wash along the
beds of Pony creek and some smaller runs near Glen wood, Iowa.
A few were found in fields or along highways. Most of the
boys living near these streams will tell of finding similar frag
ments, but none of having seen a complete pot.
All drawings shown are one-half the exact size of the piece
or edge of the piece portrayed, and the markings are as correct
as the writer's drawing ability permits.
Figure 1, Plate I, is the most highly decorated' piece found. The
horizontal lines look as if a twisted strand of grass or cord had
been pressed into the pot while it was still soft. Figure 1A shows
the curve of the edge of the pot and Figure IB that of the side.
No other specimen of this design has been noted.
The markings on Figures 2 to 7 are of similar character al
though of different design. Of the design of Figure 2 I have seven
pieces of at least three pots. Figure 3 is only a slight variation of
one pot. I have two distinct specimens of the type of Figure 4,
Plate II. Figures 5 and 7 are of one pot each while Figure 6
is descriptive of four specimens of as many pots. Figures 8 and
9, Plate III, and Figure 11, Plate IV, depend for their decorative
effect on the design of the lines instead of the object with which
the lines were made. They are of a smoother, harder material
than many other pieces. May they not have been made by a more
advanced people?
The original of Figure 10, Plate III, is thick and sandy. The
five figures seem to have been made by pressing the head of a
• bullrush into the clay and the three protuberances by punching a
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hole half way through from the inside. My three similar speci
mens probably represent two pots. Figure 12, Plate IV, repre
sents the only specimen I have with an ear. The rim is plain
and turns outward about half an inch. The group of eleven pieces
represented by Figure 19, Plate VII, and Figure 28, Plate VIII,
should probably be classed here. All show a plain or escalloped
edge turned out. Ten pots are discernible.
Eighteen fragments with no decorations at all on the pot edge
have differences enough in thickness and material to indicate
fifteen pots.
Figures 13 and 14, Plate V, are of another distinctive class.
They look as though they had been moulded in a basket of woven
grass. In Figure 13 lines as of twisted straw run diagonally
down the piece. The vertical line of marks resembles gouges of
a pointed stick. The protuberances on both may well have been
made by punching a blunt stick part way through. Nine pieces
of as many pots show these protuberances with variations in the
ground work. One of them has lines above the punchings run
ning at right angles to those below. Two other specimens of
different curvature have similar ground lines running horizontally
and two have lines running vertically, none of which have the
punch marks.
Plate VI shows three specimens from the sides of pots but
with distinctive markings. Figure 18, Plate VII, is of a plain pot
with punch marks inward, but not entirely through. It is one of
three specimens which indicate two pots. Three fragments of
different undecorated pots, and my one red piece, which has
diagonal ground lines, have a single hole near the edge as though
for a bail.
Figures 20, 21, and 22 are of pieces decorated with the end of
a small woman's finger or finger nail. In all I have nine specimens
of as many pots so decorated. Note the thickened rim of Figure
21 as shown in Figure 21A. Figure 30 shows some thickening
and is flared out. It represents three pots.
Figures 23 and 26 represent the most numerous type in my col
lection. They have markings on the edge like those made by
the pressure of a round twig. The twenty-eight pieces so marked
belong to about twenty-five pots. These pots differ more widely
in size than any other class. Of this class I have three pieces
of one pot that fit together giving ah outside surface roughly
eight inches square. Figure 24 shows an out-turned edge like
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those shown in Figures 19 and 28 but its edge is cross marked
with some sharp instrument such as a knife. The figures on
pots 25, 27 and 29 were gouged as with a broken stick. Those
in figure 27 are more distinct than in the specimen.
The one hundred and twenty specimens referred to in this
article comprise about one-third of the bulk of my collection. The
rest have no markings by which to judge whence they came. I
have never so much as counted them.
Figure 1 shows a rough section of a mound I dug into September
2, 1921. It is situated on the ridge west of Mr. Boyce's house on
Pony creek about one hundred yards south of a larger mound.
It may be described as nearly circular, about eighteen inches or
• two feet high and twenty feet in diameter ; with a sort of moat
four to six inches deep and six to eight feet wide almost sur
rounding it. A black hickory about seven inches in diameter
stands on the inner edge of the moat at the northeast. A similar
shell bark grows at the east, and a somewhat smaller scrub' oak
on the east brow of the mound. The whole area is well grown
to weeds and deep with last year's leaves.
Toward the east edge the earth was solid and hard to dig
although the top foot seemed to have been moved. In the mid
dle digging was easier and the earth was streaked with yellow
clay! At a depth of about one foot I began to find charred,
crumbling bones that seemed to be of limbs and skulls of
men. No vertebrae were noted in the mound. From fifteen
inches deep to twenty inches deep in the middle of the mound the
clay was red from burning and the bones almost as close as they
could be piled. Is this evidence of murder or human sacrifice
by some Indian tribe?
.The first bones struck seemed to be two leg bones and the top
plates of a skull as in the sign of death. These were blackened
but not so badly burned. South of these were piles of absolutely
mixed bones thoroughly burned. Around them were bones as of
feet and fingers, bits of jaws and the crown of a human molar.
I attempted to scratch this tooth thinking it might be metal and it
fell to pieces like any thoroughly burned bone.
I tried to dig out some bones with my knife but they were so
soft that the knife cut them up as badly as the shovel. Most
of the larger bones had been broken before being burned. Those
about the edges and below twenty inches in depth were not so
badly burned and were quite solid although brittle. The deposits
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did not go deeper than twenty-eight inches. Below that the
ground seemed to be undisturbed loess. No trace of either stone
or metal was found about the mound.
Early in September, 1921, Clifford Kates and I dug into a
mound on the hilltop southeast of the Kates' house. There had
been so much rain that the ground elsewhere was wet over three
feet deep. Across the center of the mound we dug a trench
two and one-half feet wide and about fourteen feet long. Here
at a depth of one foot we found a very hard dry clay that looked
as if it was made partly of ashes. So hard was it that we
could hardly dig through it. We found in it nothing to prove it
of Indian origin. After digging through twenty inches of the
hard pan we came to the common loess soil of the hilltops in this
section. At the east end of the mound in a hole two and one-
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